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Let G be a discrete group and • an automorphism of G. Then there is an 
automorphism t% the adjoint of a, on the dual group F defined by (~ar)(x) = 
z(~-lx), x ~ G, r E/ ' ,  and the mapping cz ~ %~ is an isomorphism of Aut(G) onto 
Aut(F). (See [2; 26.9].) Denote by h(*a) the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of ~o~ 
on F (with respect to Haar measure on /'), or equivalently, the topological 
entropy of *oz on F. Since entropy is viewed as a measure of "expansiveness", 
it is plausible that the entropy h(t~) of to should be reflected in some way in the 
behavior of the adjoint, ~. I f  for example we take G = Z • so that ~ ~ T ~, the 
n-dimensional torus, and a ~ Ant(G), then o~ is identified with an n X n matrix 
with integer coefficients whose determinant has absolute value one, and tc~ is just 
the inverse transpose of the matrix of ~. Now by the well-known formula of 
Kolmogorov. 
h(~c~) = ~ log{A i[, (1) 
1~i1>1 
where {Ai: 1 ~< i ~ n} are the eigenvalues of t~. This formula suggests that the 
entropy h(~) is an inherent property of the matrix ~;  any "expansiveness" 
should be as observable on Z ~ as it is on T ~. 
Returning to the general case of a discrete abelian group G, one formula for 
the entropy ~ on F is very instructive: 
?Z--1 
h(t~) = lira l imsup [ - -  1 log/z ( .A te-JV)] (2) 
where tz is Haar measure on G and the limit is taken over a neighborhood base 
of neighborhoods ofthe neutral element, ordered by inclusion [1; Proposition 7]. 
Of course it is impossible to measure the expansiveness of a at the neutral 
element 0 ~ G but rather we should expect to measure the expansion in some 
sense "at infinity". More precisely, the correct dual notion is the following: 
let E C G be a finite set and let 
E~., = E -}- ~-aE + "'" -~ oTCn-1)E. (3) 
• The author would like to thank Professor E. Thoma for his kindness during the 
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Define 
h(a) = liErn l imsup 1/n log m(E~,~), (4) 
where rn denotes Haar measure (i.e., cardinality) and the limit is taken over the 
net of all finite subsets E of G, directed by inclusion. It is the main result of this 
paper that h(~) = h(t~). Our first proposition shows that h(') enjoys properties 
one would expect of entropy. 
1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a discrete abelian group, cx e Aut(G).  
(a) h(a ~) = kh(a), k a positive integer. 
(b) I f  G~ is a discrete Abelian group and cz; ~ Aut(G;), i = 1, 2, then 
h(~ × ~)  : -  h(~ + h(~). 
(c) h(~) = h(~-O. 
(d) Suppose c~ 1 , c~ z E Aut(G)  are conjugate; that is, there exists fl • Aut(G)  
with ozafl = fi~2. Then h(a~) = h(~z). 
(e) h(O) -= O, where O(x) = x, x • G, is the identity automorphism. 
Before giving the proof of this proposition we turn to some examples. 
2. EXAMPLE. 
Let G = Z ~, ~ E Aut(G). I f  the matrix A of ~ (with respect o a fixed basis) 
is symmetric, we claim h(~) = ~IA~I>I log I A~ [, where {A 1 ,..., h~} are the eigen- 
values of A. We sketch the derivation. Let E be a cube in Z" centered at 0 and 
having more than one element. For each positive integer n, E~,, = E + , -1E + 
... + a- ( ' - l )E  can be written as a union of unit p-cubes contained in E~.~: 
indeed, if x • E , , . ,  then x e E + xl ,  where x 1 e ~-IE + "" + ~-t~-I)E. Since 
each point of E belongs to a unit p-cube contained in E, so must x belong to a 
unit p-cube contained in E~.~. Since a unit p-cube has 2" vertices, we easily get 
m(e~,~) 
~ </z(/~,~) ~< 2~m(E~,~), 
where E~,~ is the convex hull in R ~ of E~,n (viewing Z r C R ~) and/~ is the p- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure. Thus we may compute h(a) as 
h(~) = lira lim sup 1 log IZ(EA.,~) 
ECR ~ 
where the limit is taken over an increasing sequence of cubes in R r whose union 
is R ~. Now it is easy to see that A can be replaced by a conjugate C-1AC in the 
formula above. Thus, since A is symmetric, we may as well suppose A is diagonal 
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with real eigenvalues {A 1 ,..., A~}. Then EA, ~ is a p-rectangle whose dimension 
with respect o the xi-axis is c 52j~o~ ] Ai I -~ (c a positive constant). I f  I A~] :# l, 
1 <~i<~r , r<~p,  and lA i ]  = 1 fo r r+ 1 <~i<~p,  wehave  
log/x(Ea,~) = i log [c  I1, I-" -- 1 
i=t  I Ai 1-1  __  1 "] + (p --  r) log cn. 
I f  we divide by n and take the limit as n -+ 0% only those A~'s with I hi 1-1 > 1 
will affect the result, in which case 
1 log(J Ai I -~ - -  1) ~-~-~ log [Ai 1-L 
7I 
We have shown h(~) = --~l~,r<l log f Ai J, but since I det A ] = I, the claim is 
established. We remark that with more work we could lift the restriction that A 
be symmetric, but since the formula will follow from our main theorem, we will 
not bother to do so. 
3. EXAMPLE. The Bernoulli Shift. 
For p e Z+, let Z~ be the (additive) group of integers modulo p, and set G = 
~,iez (Z~)i,  the discrete weak direct sum of the (Z~)i,  where (Z~) i = Z~ for 
each i ~ Z. I f  x = (xi) E G, define ~ e Aut(G) by a(x)i = y i ,  where Yi = xi+l, 
i e Z. Thus a is the discrete Bernoulli shift and its adjoint, ta, is the classical 
Bernoulli shift on the compact group F = 1-[~z (Z~)i.  We can easily calculate 
h(~) from formulas (3) and (4): 
Let 
E = E~-o. r {($i)" xi e Z~, i o ~< i ~< io + r, and x i = 0 fo r  i < i 0 o r  i > i o + r), 
where i0 e Z and r e Z + are fixed. Then for n e Z+, 
E - /~- IE  + -" + a-(~-1)E 
= {(x~): xg E Zo , i o ~ i ~ r + n - l and xi = O for i < io or i > r + n -1} .  
Thus 
and so 
m(E~,n ) = pr+n-1, 
1, g t~ ) ' ° -m'~, , ' - - r+n- -1  J p l p'og----->'og-. 
n n n--)m 
Since any finite set is contained in Eio,r for some (io, r), we have shown that 
h(~) = logp. 
More generally, M. Weiss [3] has shown Theorem 6 is true for any discrete 
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abelian torsion group G, and in that case the finite sets E may be taken to be 
finite subgroups. 
4. EXAMPLE. 
Let (7 = ~.i~z (Z)i,  where (Z)i = Z for each i, and again let ~ be the discrete 
Bernoulli shift. A computation analogous to that above shows h(~) = 0% which 
agrees with h(~), where *~ is the Bernoulli shift on G = I-Ii~z (T)~, (T)i ~- T, 
the circle group. 
We return to the general case of a discrete abelian group G and automorphism 
O~, 
5. LEMMA. Let E C G be a finite set. Then l im,~ 1/n log m(E~.~) exists and 
equals inf,,~ 1/n log m(E~,~). 
Proof. I f  n, n' + Z+, 
m(E~.~+~,) = m(E + c~-lE + "" + a-(~-l)E + ~-~E -~ "" 4- o~-(~+'~'-l)E) 
m(E 4- a- lE 4- "- 4- o~ (n-1)E)m(~-~E 4- ... 4- c~-(~+n'-~)E) 
<~ m(E 4- ." 4- =-('~-~)E) m(E 4- ..- 4- o~-('~'-l)E) 
<~ m(E~a,) m(E~.,,). 
Recall that if {a~}~>l is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying a~+,, 
a~ 4- an" for all n, n' e Z+, then lim~+~ a~/n exists and equals inf, %In. The 
Lemma now follows upon setting a ,  = log m(E~,~). 
Proof of Proposition 1. 
(a) For any finite set E C G and fixed h ~ Z +, we have E~ ~ = E'  
where E'  = e-i  ~]~=o a-~E (n e Z+). Thus 
lim -1 log m(E'~%~) = lira 1 log rn(E~,~) 
n n n n 
= k lim 1 log m(E~.,~,~). 
~< h lira 1 log m(E~.,~). 
n n 
But by Lemma 5, 
lim~ 1 log m(E~,~) = lim~ nl- log m(E~,, O. 
Hence h(~)  = kh(~). 
(b) Since any finite set E C G 1 × G 2 is contained in one of the form 
E 1 × E 2,E iCG~f in i te ( i=  1,2) ,weassumeE =E 1 × E 2. 
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Then 
E.~×~... ---- E ~ × E 2 4- ~i-~E 1 × ~-aE 2 4- "'" 4- ~-("-~)E 1 × ~("-a)E~ 
= (E 1 4- a11E 1 4- "- 4- oL;(n-t)E') × (E ~ 4- ~;~E 24- ... 4- ~-(~- - l )g2)  
• 2,n ' 
Thus 
lim -1 log m(E~x .... ) -~ lim _1 log 1 m~(E~.,) 4- lim 1 log m,,(E~2,, ) 
since the limits on the right-hand side exist by Lemma 5. (Here mi is Haar 
measure on Gi, i = 1, 2, and m = m 1 × ms .) Thus proves (b). 
(c) For any finite set E C G, 
a'~-l(E 4- o~-lE + ... + ~-(~-I)E) = a~-lE 4- ... 4- o~E 4- E. 
Thus m(E~,~) = m(E~-l ~), and it follows that h(a) = h(~-x). 
(d) I f  ~2 ----- fi-laafi, then a2~ ----- fi-lal~f, n e Z. So if E C G is finite, we 
have 
m(E~v. ) = m{fi-l(fE) 4- f - la l : t ( fE  ) 4- ..- 4- floL-~(n-1)(fE)} 
= {fiE 4- a-;~([3E) 4- ... 4- o~-(~-~)(fE)} 
= m{(flE)~v. }. 
As E runs through the net of finite subsets of G, so does ~-IE.  Thus 
h( i) = 
(e) To show h(O) = 0, 0 = identity map, we must show that for any 
finite subset E C G, lim(1/n) log m(nE) = 0, since Eo. n = E 4- "-" 4- E = nE. 
n 
This follows from the polynomial growth condition on the tIaar measure. 
In fact, from simple combinatorial considerations, if E C G is any finite subset 
containing 0, 
m(nE) <~ (n 4- m(E) - 1) 
m(E) -- 1 " 
6. THEOm~M. Let G be a countable discrete abelian group and 1" its dual. For 
~ Aut(G), let h(a) be the entropy of ~ as defined in (3) and (4), and let h(~) 
be the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of the adjoint automorphism on 1". Then 
h(~) = h(% 
The proof will be given by way of a number of lemmas. For any set E C G, 
denote by Xe the characteristic function of E. Also, the integral with respect o 
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Haar (i.e., counting) measure of an integrable function f will be written as 
I~ f (x) dx. 
7. LEMMA. Let E~ C G be symmetric (Ei = --E~) and finite, 1 <~ i <~ n. Then 
m(E~)="" m(E'OZ ~ m(2Ez + 2E= 4- -" + 2E,) 
XE 1 * XE  1 * XEr~ * XE  a * . . .  , XE ,  a * XEn(O) 
Proof. First we claim that XEm * Xe~ * "'" * Xe,(x) = number of n-tuples 
(y~, . . . , y~)eEt  × '.- ×E ,  such that x ----yl +y~ 4- ' "  +y , .  This is 
easily proved by induction. Indeed, it is obviously true for n = 1. Assume now 
it holds for 
n=N- -1 ,  N> 1, andwr i te  
*""  * XE,(x) = f~ XE~ * "'" * XebEc(Y) xE,~(x -- y) dy, where n --~ N. XE1 
Now for a given y, Xe,(x - -  y) = 1 iff there is a y~ E E~ such that x ---- y 4- y~.  
X~ * "'" * Xe,_I(Y) : 0 if y q~ E~ 4- -" + E~_~, and if y e E~ 4- "- 4- E~_~, 
Xex * "'" * Xe,_I(Y) gives the number of(n - -  1)-tuples (Yl ,..-, Y~-a) e E 1 × ' "  × 
E~_ 1 with y = Yl 4- "'" + Y~-~. Thus is we sum X~ * "'" * X~,_~(Y) Xe,(x - -  Y) 
over a l ly  ~ G, the result is precisely the number of distinct n-tuples (Yl ,--', Y~) e 
E 1 × "-' ×E~ with x=y14- - - -4 -y , .  Since m(2E 14- ' ' -+2E~)  is the 
number of distinct points x of the form x = Yl 4- Y'I 4- "'" + Y~ + Y'~, Yi, 
y'~ ~ E~ ; 1 ~ i ~ n, and m(EO ~ .." m(E~) ~ is the total number of 2n-tuples 
(ya,  y; ,..., y , ,  y~), y~, y~ ~ E~, 1 ~< i ~< n, we have that 
m(E1)2 ... m(E,) 2 
m(2E~ 4- "" 4- 2En). 
sup~a XE1 * XE1 * "'" * X~ * XE.(x) 
Because E¢ is symmetric, XE~ = )¢Y~, 1 ~< i ~< n, wheref - -~ f ~ is the involution 
in LI(G) ( f~(x) =f ( - -x ) -  for f~La(G)) .  Hence Xe 1 • XG • --- • Xe, * Xe, is 
positive definite and so achieves its maximum at 0. This completes the lemma. 
8. LEMMA. Let Ei C G be symmetric and finite, 1 ~ i ~ n. Then for any 
integer r > 0 
(m(r + 1)ED 2' ' '  (m(r + 1)E,) ~ 
m(2E~ + --. 4- 2E~) ~< 
X~E1 * X~E1 * "'" * Xrlz~ * XrE~(o) 
¢ t ! 
Proof. Let A~ ={(Y~,Y l , . . ' ,Y ,~,Y~):  y~,y~rE~,  1 ~ i  <~r, and y~4- 
y'~ 4- "-' + y ,  4- y~ = 0}, and let ] A~ I be the eardinality of A~. Now for each 
x~2E 14- "-- 4- 2E~ there are at least IA~I 2n-tuples in ( r4 -1 )  E 1× 
( r4 -1)  E1 × "" × ( r+ l )  E~ ×(r+l )  E~ which sum to x: if x=x~4-  
t i ¢ x 14- ' ' '+x~4-x~4-xn~E 14-E14- ' ' '4 -E .4 -E~ then (x14-Yx, x14- 
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¢ t t Yl .... , x ,+y , ,x , - l -y~)  sums to x for each (Yl,Ya .... ,Y , ,Y , )  eA~-. Thus 
m((r + 1)E~)2""m((r + 1)E~) ~ 
m(2E~ + "" + 2E~) ~< 
To complete the proof, notice that 
[ A r ] = X~.Et $ XrE1 :¢ "" ¢< XrEn * XrEn(O ) as  in  Lemma 7.  
(5) Set 
h~(~) = sup lim sup 
EC G 
E f in i te  
symmetr i c  
1 
9. LEMMA. 
h(a) = hi(a), a ~ Aut(G). 
Proof. In Lemma 7 set Ej = ~-IJ-1)E, take the logarithm of both sides and 
divide by n; this yields 
- -  - l og  XE * XE ~ X~-~z * X~-~e * "'" * X~-(.-OE * X~-(.-~)z( 0 
I log m(2E -5 ~-'(2E) q- "- + ~-1"-')(2E)). 
It follows ha(a ) ~< h(a). Similarly, from Lemma 8 we obtain 
1 log m(2E + ~-1(2E) + "- q- ~-('~-1~(2E)) 
n 
<~ --  n m(rE) ~n XrE * Xre * X~-l~z * X~-lre * "" * X~-("-~)"e * X~l-~-~)"e(O) 
+ 2 log m((r + 1)E) 
re(rE) 
We claim that l imr~ m((r ~- 1)E)/m(rE) = 1. We consider two cases. (i) Suppose 
{e 1 ,..., e~} C G is independent and torsion-free. Let E = {0, ~e  1 ,..., ±e~}; 
then if r is a positive integer, 
rE - - -  riei: ri ~ Z and ] rl I ~ r . 
[ i= l  i=1 
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In this case it is not hard to check that the claim holds. (ii) E C G is an arbitrary 
finite set. Now the subgroup of G generated by E can be expressed as a finite 
direct sum of cyclic subgroups. Let F be the set containing the generators of 
each of the direct summands, F 1 be the torsion elements ofF,  and F~ consist of 
those elements o fF  having infinite order. Setpl  = 1-I~F~ O(x) (O(x) is the order 
of x), Ei = F~ t3 --F~ v) {0}, i = 1, 2, and E'  = E 1 v3 E~. There is an integer 
P2 such that ECp2E'.  Set p ~ max{p I ,pc}. Since entropy is computed as a 
limit over increasing finite subsets, there is no harm in supposing E = pE'. 
Now if r > p, 
m((r + 1)E) m((r + 1)pEz + PIE1) plm((r + 1)pE2) 
re(rE) - -  ~ mC(r -- p~) pE~ + p~E~) = p~m((r -- p~) pE~) 
which approaches 1 as r tends to infinity by (i). 
Thus, given e > 0, we can choose r sufficiently large so that 2 log m((r + 1)E)] 
re(rE) < e. We conclude h(~) ~< hi(e), and so h(e) = hi(a ) as desired. 
I f  P(G) is the set of positive definite function on G and Coo(G)+ the set of 
positive functions on G with finite support, set 
hm(+ ) = ++v(a)~Coo(a) +sup l imsup I l l og  [ (f+ ¢)'+I .¢ * ~5+_i , ... , ~k+_(+_1,(O)] } 
where ¢~(x) = ¢(fi-lx), fi ~ Aut(G), x ~ G. 
10. LEMMA. 
hl(c 0 = h~(~), ~ ~ Aut(G). 
Proof. First observe that for E C G finite, 1~ E Aut(G), X~-~E * Xo-~s = 
(Xe) ~-1. (Xe) B-~= (Xe* Xe) B-~- Now hl(~ ) ~< h~(~) because in hl(~ ) we are 
computing the supremum over a subset of P(G)c3 Coo(G)+; namely, those 
functions in P(G) r3 C0o(G)+ of the form XE * Xe, E C G finite and symmetric. 
To show the opposite inequality, let q5 ~ P(G) ~ Coo(G)+ and E = support(C). 
Set X~ = Xe-~-~E+...-~-+'~-~,s. Since support (¢ ,  ~-~,  -'- • ¢~-'~-~>) C E + 
o~-tE q- ... + a-(~-l~E, we have 
x~ * ¢ * ¢~-1 • ... • ¢~-(~-1>(0 ) 
= fa X,~(Y) ~ * q 5+I * ' "  * ¢~-(~-')(Y) dy 
(;o ; ~- f¢  ,¢~-~,  ... ,~-(+- '>(y)  dy = ¢ . 
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Thus 
(fo)-° 1 = ¢ -x~*¢*¢~**¢~-~-~(0)  
Taking the logarithm of both sides and dividing by n, 
1 ... • ¢ _(~_~((0)I - - log l (y -y j~ ¢ * ¢~-' * 
1 log m(E + a-XE + "" + a-c~-l)E) 
This shows h2(a) ~< h(ot). But by Lemma 9, h(a) = hi(a), so we are finished. 
If L~(G) is the space of absolutely integrable functions on G and L~(G) + the 
cone of positive functions in L~(G), we define 
h3(c~) : sup l imsup I - -1 log 1 ... ,¢  _(~ 1,(0)]t . 
11. LEMMA. 
h~(~) = h~(~). 
Proof. Clearly hz(~ ) ~ ha(~ ). First, we claim 
ha(a ) = sup lira sup 
CEP(G)~L I (G)  + n 
_ 1 log [ - -  1 
To see this, note that 
(4 * 4) * (¢ * @-1 , . . .  • (4 * 4) "-c~-1~(0) 
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Thus 
and so 
1 
( fo¢•  4). (¢ * ¢) * (¢ * ¢)~-~ * '  • (¢ • ¢)~-"-')(0) 
1 
( IG¢)  ~i, ¢ *¢  a-1 * ''" , ¢~--(n--1)(0), 
[ 1 ] 
- -  - log ( I t  ¢ * ¢)~ (¢ * ¢) * (¢ * ¢)~-~ *""  * (¢ * ¢)~-("-*)(0)  
l log 1 " * ¢~-"-~)(0)] - [ ( f~g~T¢ *¢~-~* .. 
which establishes the claim. Also observe that in the definition of h~(~) we could 
replace the supremum over {¢: ¢ ~ P(G) (3 L*(G)+} by {¢: ¢ ~ P(G) n D(G)+}, 
where L*(G)t is the unit ball of La(G). Suppose then that ¢ ~ P(G) n U(G) + and 
• > 0 are given. Let f  e Coo(G) + satisfy 0 ~ f ~ ¢ , f  --~ f ~, and I1 f -- ¢ 111 < e/2. 
Indeed, we can take f = ¢ - XE for some sufficiently large finite set E C G, and 
replacing E by E u (--E), we can also assume E is symmetric. Then f = f=, 
so f . f i s  positive definite, and 0 ~f* f  ~ ¢ *¢. Also 
I I f * f - -¢*¢111 <~ l l f * f - - f *¢ l ] l+  I l f *¢  - -¢*¢11,  
~< Ilfll, l l f - -  ¢ I11 + I1¢ I1~ I I f - -  ¢ 11~ 
<e 
since Ilfl l, <~ [1 ¢ II1 = 1. Setting ¢ = f , f ,  we have ~b ~ P(G) n Coo(G)+ and 
0 <- - I~¢*¢- I~¢ <~-  
It follows 
¢,  ¢~-* • --- • ¢~ ("-')(0) ~< (¢ • ¢) • (¢ • ¢)~-1 • ... • (4 • ¢)~-c.-~)(0), 
and that 
-- - log [ ( fa@ ~b, ¢~-*, ..' , ~b~-("-l)(O)] 
>~ - ~ log[(¢, +) • (+ • ¢)~-* , . . .  • (¢ • 4)~-'~-1'(0)] + log f~ ¢, 
where log ~a ¢ >/log(1 -- ~). Since ~ > 0 was arbitrary, the lemma is proved. 
We now suppose that/1 is a compact metrizable abelian group, ~ ~ Aut(/'), so 
that the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of a is given by the formula 
[1 (od 
h(~) = sup limnsu p -- log/~ ~-J , 
U \ j=o / J  
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where/z is Haar measure on F and the supremum is taken over a base of compact 
neighborhoods of the neutral element of F I1 ; Proposition 7]. Define 
eev(r)nvl(v) + n 
where P(F)  is the set of continuous positive definite functions on F. 
12. LEMMA. 
h(=) = lh(~). 
Proof. Given a compact neighborhood U of the neutral element eof F there 
exists 4' ~ P(F)  n D(F )  + with support (4') C U. Then 1/¢(e ) • 4, ~< Xv, and since 
X~-Jv = (Xv) , 1/4(e)(4, =-~) ~ Xv • Thus 
4'(e) n 4'. q~-l. . .  4'~-~,-~)(y) dy < Xv" Xv "'" Xv (y) ay, 
and taking logarithms, 
1 ... ¢~-,.-1)(y) gy] 
- -  f~  c~--I ~--(n--1) t x 1 log Xv " Xv "'" Xv (y) dy 
~--n  
>~ n 
so lh(e) ~> h(~). On the other hand, given 4' s P(/') c~ LI(p)+ and e > O, let 
,4'(x) 1I . V= lx~F:(1 +e)  ~-~ 
V is a compact neighborhood ofe in F and 
(1 + ~)~ ¢ _(._,(y) 
(4,(e))n f r4 , '4 ,  ~-~''" dy 
~--1 V) 
hence 
l logtz ( ('~ a-, + log(1 + e). <-n \ 
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Since ¢ > 0 was arbitrary, we have shown lh(a) ~ h(oO, and consequently 
~h(~) = h(~). 
We are finally in a position to prove the main theorem. Let G be a countable 
discrete abelian group, so that its dual F is compact and metrizablc. I f6 ELl(G), 
then the Fourier transform 6 satisfies 
~+ = ~,  c~ e Aut(G) : 
-- f+ +)++)-  + __ fo +<+<++-)¢+)-  
= +%) .  
From lemmas 7 through 11 it follows that 
h(m) sup lim+sup 1-- l log 1 -- ++,,°,~++,+,+ [~T~ + +++-'+. ++-,++(0)] I 
And from Lemma 12 we have that 
1 
h(ta) = sup limsup I-- l-l°g [-(~-e)~- fr ¢" ¢j+-+ "'" ~+-(,-t)(y)dy]l 
++P (F) C~L ~ (F) + n 
But by the Fourier Inversion Theorem, 
and 
1 
(I~¢) + 
{$ : ¢ E P(G) n LI(G) +} = P(F) n D(F) +, 
- -  ¢ • ¢+- ' ,  . . . ,  #-<+- '>(0)  - (~(e)) ~ ¢ • ¢+-1 , - "  , ¢~-(~-1)(y) dy 
1 
(5~(e)) n f r~.  ¢+-1 ... ¢+-(~-1>(y) dy
I fr.Co~t+,_.,....¢o%:-(,+-++'J(y)dy. 
(+(+))+ 
Thus h(a) =h(ta). 
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